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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simply connected simple K-split algebraic group defined over 
a field K. If K is a linite field, it is well known that the K-conjugacy classes 
of the maximal K-tori of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the con- 
jugacy classes of the Weyl group of G (cf. [I]). If K is a local field (i.e., 
complete, discretely valuated field with finite residue class geld of charac- 
teristic 0), P. Gtrardin [7] showed that the K-conjugacy classes of 
maximal K-tori of G which split over unramified extensions over K are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of elements of finite 
order of the affme Weyl group of the root system of G. In this paper, if K is 
a local field and G is of classical type, we shall obtain the number of K-con- 
jugacy classes of K-anisotropic maximal K-tori of G which split over a 
cyclic extension over K. 
More precisely, let G be again defined over a field K and L/K be a nor- 
mal extension with Galois group I: Let A be a K-split maximal K-torus of 
G, N its normalizer, W = N/A the Weyl group, andf, the canonical mapp- 
ing of H’(T, N) into H’(T, W). Let TL be the set of all maximal K-tori of G 
which split over L, and ?‘, be the set of all K-conjugacy classes in T,. Each 
Z’ET, corresponds to an element c( T)eHi(F, N) and we obtain a bijec- 
tion of ?iL onto the kernel of the canonical mapping H’(f, N) -+ H’(T, G). 
Moreover, Tis K-isomorphic to ,A obtained by twisting A with a cocycle 
w~fJc(T)). Since Z” operates on W trivially, w is a homomorphism of r 
into W defined up to conjugacy. The one-parameter subgroup X(T) of T is 
r-isomorphic to ,X(A). In particular, we denote by Hi,(r, W) the set of 
the conjugacy classes of homomorphisms w:r+ W such that w(r) has no 
fixed points #O in X(A). Then T is anisotropic over K if and only if 
f,(c(T)) E Hf,(T, W). Suppose that K is a local lield. Then we have 
H’(r, G) =0 (see [2,9, lo]) and Tf, N H’(r, N). We also have 
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Hi,(f, W)cf,(H’(f, N)) (Proposition 1.1). On the other hand, if 
c E HL, (f, IV) and if w is a cocycle of the class c, it follows by [ 13, I-671 
that f;‘(c) N H’(f, ,,,A)/@(f, ,,,W). Hence the set TL of K-anisotropic L- 
split maximal K-tori of G is in one-to-one correspondence with the disjoint 
sum of all H’(f, ,A)/p(f, wW), where w runs through a system of 
representatives of HA,(f, IV). If moreover f is a cyclic group of order h, 
Hi,(f, IV) can be identified with the conjugacy classes of elements of W 
which are of order divisible by h and have no fixed points #O in X(A). In 
this paper, we prove the following. 
THEOREM. Let K be a local field. Lei w be a Coxeter element of Wfor G 
of type A, (n B l), B, (n > 2), and D4,, (n > 2), and be a Coxeter element of 
a product group Sp2,,, x . . . x Spzn, ( c Sp2,,) with n, + * ** + n, = n for G of 
type C, (n > 2). Suppose that LJK is a cyclic extension whose degree is equal 
to the order of w, and denote by f its Galois group with a generator a. Then 
the cardinality of H’(f, ,,,A)/@(f, II, W) is given by 
2 
(Bn)n,~: 
1 
(Dd,>z: 4; 
(CJn22: 
if( - 1)” EN&L*) 
otherwise, 
if n = 0,3 mod 4, or if n E 1 mod 4 and 
- 1 E NLIK,(L*), or ifn = 2 mod 4 and - 1 
E NL,K(L*) 
otherwise; 
1 
) 3 
where the integers ki, mi (1 < i < t) are defined as follows. Let d, ,..., d, be the 
relatively distinct integers among n, ,..., n, such that d, > ..’ ) d,, and 
m I ,..., m, be the integers satisfying n=m,d,+ ... +m,d,. Let ki. be the 
order of the quotient group (K$nN,,,,(L*))/N,,,(L*) for each i. When 
the least common multiple n’ of n, ,..., n, is odd, then,’ for each i, 
if - 1 E N,,,,,,W*) 
otherwise. 
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When n’ is even, then, for each i, 
if( - l)““%N&L*) 
otherwise. 
Every ki is equal to either 1 or 2. 
Here and from now on, put K,,, = (x~ L; C?‘X = x} for an integer m and 
denote by NLIK, the norm map from L into K,,,. 
COROLLARY. Notation and assumptions being as in theorem, if L/K is 
unramified, the cardinality is given by 
(A,),,,: n+ 1. 
(4Jn>*: 2. 
(CnLl22: (m, + l)...(m,+ 1). 
In Section 1, we prepare some propositions for Section 2. In Section 2, 
we prove the theorem and corollary. 
Finally, this paper is the revised version of two previous manuscripts, 
under the helpful suggestions of Professor J. Tits and the referee. The 
author should like to express his thanks to them. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, let G be a simply connected simple K-split algebraic 
group defined over a local field K, and A, N, and W= N/A be as in the 
Introduction. For an algebraic group H defined over K and for an 
algebraic extension F/K, we denote by H(F) the group of F-rational points 
of H. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let LJK be a normal extension with Galois group f. 
Notation being as in the Introduction, we have 
Proof: Let c E H&(f, W) and w be a cocycle of c. Then there exists a 
canonical f-isomorphism ,A(L) N ,X(A)@ L*. It follows by the Tate- 
Nakayama theorem (cf. [14, p. 1561 or [lo, p. 521) that Z?‘(r, ,,,A(L))- 
fi*(r, ,X(A)@ L*) N p(r, .,X(A)). Since p(r, J(A)) = 0 by definition, 
we have H*(r, ,A(L)) =O, whence c belongs to the image of f, by 
[ 13,1-703. Q.E.D. 
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In the following, let wO be an element of W which has no eigenvalue 1, 
and L/K be a cyclic extension whose degree is equal to a multiple of the 
order of wo, and denote by r its Galois group with a generator 6. We fix a 
representative nwO of wO in N(K) and denote by C(w,) the conjugacy class 
of wO in W. Then C(w,) E Hf,(T, W) and we immediately obtain the follow- 
ing by Proposition 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. There exists a I-cocycle c of F into N(L) such that 
c, = ton, for some toe A(L). 
We also fix t,E A(L) of this corollary. It follows by [13, I-673 that 
and that the action of Ho(r, ,,,,W) on H’(f, ,,,,,A) in the right-hand side of 
(1.1) is as follows: an element w of Ho(f, wg W) sends a class represented by 
a l-cocycle a into the class represented by the 1-cocycle b with 
6, = n-‘a,“n, U.2) 
where n is a representative of w in N(K) and “n is the image of n under @ 
by the twisted r-action on N with the l-cocycle c. We put mX= ,X(A) for 
simplicity and also denote by ?x the image of x E ,X@ L* under y E r by 
the twisted r-action with the l-cocycle wo. We define an endomorphism N 
of ,XQ L* by 
h-l 
N(x)= c “Ix (x E ,XQ L*), 
i=O 
where h is the order of r. The r-isomorphism ,,A(L)z ,,+,X@ L* in 
Proposition 1.1 induces an isomorphism 
Moreover, since r is cyclic, by [ 14, p. 1411, 
WC ,mL*) = N(woXQ L*)lKJQ L*), 
where N(WOxQL*)= i x E ,,&@ L*; N(x) = el and e is the identity of 
,,,,,X@ L*, and D( ,,&O L*) = { “x - x; x E ,,,,X@ L* 1. Therefore we obtain 
the following. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. J$ ‘( C(w,)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the 
quotient of N(u,oXOL*)/D(,,.,XOL*) by the action of‘@(f, w,W) defined as 
follows: An element w of H(‘(r, ,,.,W) sends x mod D(,,,$@ L*) into 
W ~‘x+w~‘t,-ft,+n~‘n..,nn,‘mod D(,,X@L*), (1.4) 
where n is a representative of w in N(K). 
Proof By the definitions and by Corollary 1.2, we have in (1.2) 
b,=n~‘a,“n=n-‘a,c,anc,‘= (n~‘a,n)(n~‘t,n) tg’(n~‘n,,nn;O1). 
Thus we obtain this Proposition by ( 1.1) and ( 1.3). Q.E.D. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
In this section, let G be a simply connected simple K-split algebraic 
group defined over a local field K. Let A be a K-split maximal K-torus of G, 
N its normalizer, and W= N/A the Weyl group. Let @ be the root system 
of (G, A). The notations x,, h,, and n, (CI E @) are used in the usual sense 
(cf. [4, 151). 
2.1. Type A, (n3 1) 
Let @ be of type A,, (n B l), and {a,, c(* ,..., cl,,} be a basis of @. Then we 
can embed the character group X*(A) of A into an Euclidean space V of 
dimension n + 1 as follows: 
ai=e,-e,+, (1 <i<n), 
where {e,} is an orthonormal basis of V. Since @ is self-dual, the one- 
parameter subgroup X(A) of A can be embedded into V as follows: 
di, = ei - ej+ , (1 Gidn), 
where ii is the co-root of cli for each i. Thus we can take 
A.i=&i=ej-ei+, (1 <i<n) 
as a Z-basis of X(A). Also we can take 
wg = w,, w,* ‘. . Wan 
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as a Coxeter element of the Weyl group W, where w,; is the orthogonal 
reflection relative to the root ai for each i. Let L/K be a cychc group of 
degree n + 1 which is equal to the order of wO. We denote by r its Galois 
group with generator ~. Since the element w,, operates on the basis (ei) of 
I/ as follows: 
it operates on the basis (Ai) of X(A) as follows: 
wO(Ai) = Ai+ I (l<ii?r-1), 
w&J= -&--A,- **- --a,. 
Hence we have 
n-l 
“x=A,@ax,‘+ c li+l@axiax,’ (2.1) 
i=l 
forx=C;=, &Oxie ,,,$I’@ L*. Define a mapping $ of wOX@ L* into L* by 
J(i 6i~xj)=aXna2x.i...a”X1. (2.2) 
i= 1 
Then 6 is a homomo~h~sm of groups. 
LEMMA 2.1. In order that an element x of ,$CO L* belongs to 
N(woX@ L*), it is necessary and sufficient that p(x) E K*. 
Proof. Define the projection pi of ,,XO L* into L* by 
for each i. It follows from (2.1) that 
Pl(“X) = ax,‘, 
pl(~x)=amx,-,+*omX,lfm+~ (2GmGun) 
for x = C;= r li 6 xi E ,,,,X@ L*. By these we have 
P,(W)) = x1a-G l a*x,a*x,-f , CA” -, a’x;Y 2.. . fr”x2a”x;r 
= (ax”a*xnp, .-* anX,)~-‘a(ax,a2x,_,...a~x,) 
= g(x) - ‘al&x). 
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Therefore, if the equivalence 
N(x) = e*p,(iV(x)) = 1 
were proved, it would follow that 
N(x) =ea&x)-‘o&x) = 1 ~$(x)E K*, 
(2.3) 
and the proof would be completed. Putting N(x) = C;= r li@yi, we have 
~Y,‘=P,(“~(x))=P,t~(x))= 1, 
~mY*-,+2flmYA*, =Pl(um~(X))=P*(~(X))= 1 (2<mrn,<), 
by (2.1). Then these yields (2.3) immediately. Q.E.D. 
We denote by $ the restriction of the homomorphism $ to N( ,,,,X@ I;*). 
Then, by Lemma 2.1, $ is a homomorphism of ,.,(,,,&O L*) into K*. 
Proof: It is easily seen that II/ is surjective. We have 
WxJo L*)) = &,/AL*), 
because we easily obtain &“x) = N&x;-‘) t&x> for x = Cy=, Li@ 
xirz ,,,X@ L* by (2.1) and (2.2). We next have 
Ker $ t D( ,,,OX@ L*). 
For x = x7= r li @ xi E ,,X@ L* such that t&x) = I, we define an element 
Y=C~=g Ai@l.Yif wool* by 
Y, =x;‘, y*=x;‘ox~‘, y3 = XT * ox, 1a*x;- ’ ,..., 
yn-, =X~~l~x,=12~~~~‘*-2X;‘, y,= 1. 
Then we obtain x= “y-y by a direct calculation and so the above 
inclusion. Hence the surjective homomorphism II/ induces the isomorphism 
‘4 *- Q.E.D. 
~e~~~~. This proposition holds not only for local fields, but for any 
field. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. If T is a maximal K-torus of G such that 
f.Jc( T) = C( wO), there exists an isomorphism 
H’(T, T) N I’. 
Proof Since T(L) N $Y@ L*, we have 
H’(f, T)d*/N,,,(L*) 
by Proposition 2.2. By local class field theory (cf. [ 14, XIII]), K*/NL&L*) 
is isomorphic to r, whence the corollary. 
Let n, be a representative of wO in N(K). Then, by Corollary 1.2, there 
exists a l-cocycle c of r into N(L) such that c, = ton,,,,, for some to E A(L). 
We fix to. Since wO is a Coxeter element, we have Ho(r, wg W) = 
(w;; m E Z } by [3]. Then for any element w;; of JY“(r, ,,u/) we can take 
np as a representative of WC in N(K). Hence the action of the group 
##(r, ,,,OW) on the group ,(,,,,A’@ ~*)/~(~~~~ L*) in Proposition 1.3 is as 
follows: an element w of @(r, ,,,*l,w) sends x mod Lf(,,,,X@L*) into 
w-‘x+w-‘t,-t,modD(,X@L*). 
LEMMA 2.4. For XE ,X@ L*, 
~(w~~)~~~‘~(~)rnod ~~,~~L*), 
$(woto - to) = (- 1)” mod NLIK(L*). 
Proof: We easily obtain $(w,,x) = N&x;‘) O-‘&X) for x= 
C;= 1 12,8 X~E ,,,,,XO L* by (2.2), hence the first congruence. For the second, 
we have 
by definition, whence N(t,) = n;la”- ‘. However, we may identify G with 
SL,+,. Then as a representative of w. in N(K) we can take 
It follows that nzc ’ = ( - 1) ne, where e is the identity matrix. Hence we 
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have N( to) = ( - 1 )“e. On the other hand, in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we 
have p,(N(t,,)) = $(to))‘a$(t,). Therefore 
lJ( to) ~ ‘m+F( to) = ( - 1 )‘l. 
By the first congruence, we have 
rl/(woto-t,)-o~‘~(t,)~(t,)-’ 
E ( - 1)” mod N,,,(L*), 
whence the second congruence. 
With these preliminaries, we obtain 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The cardinality off;‘(C(w,)) is equal to the order of 
the quotient group K*/(NLIK(L*) u (- l)“NLIK(L*)). 
Proof: Since It/(x) E K* for x E N(,,,OX@ L*), we have 
lj(WOX+WgtO-tO)=(-l)nO+$(x) 
= (- l)“$(x) mod NLIK(L*) 
by Lemma 2.4. Hence, by Propositions 1.3 and 2.2, f; ‘(C(w,)) is in one- 
to-one correspondence with K*/(NLIK(L*) u ( - 1 )nNL,K(L*)). This shows 
the proposition. 
It is easily seen that this proposition gives the number off; ‘(C(w,)) in 
the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If L/K is an unramified extension, the number of 
elements off; ‘( C( wo)) is equal to n + 1. 
Proof: If L/K is unramilied, (- 1)” always belongs to NLIK(L*) (cf. 
[ 14, p. 901). Thus, by Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.5, the corollary is 
obtained. 
2.2. Type C, (n > 2) 
We may assume that G = Sp2,, (n 2 2). A maximal K-torus A of Spz, is 
defined by 
A(K)= {Diag(a ,,..., a,, a;‘,..., a;‘); USE K*}. 
The homomorphisms lli: 6, + A (lbi~n) defined by Ai( 
Diag(a, ,..., a,, a;‘,..., a;‘) with ai= t, a, = 1 for j # i form a Z-basis of the 
one-parameter subgroup X(A) of A, where G, is the multiplicative 
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algebraic group defined over K. Let N be the normalizer of A in Sp2,,. We 
take a Coxeter element wO of the Weyl group W = N/A defined by 
wOtAi)=Al+ 1 (1 gisGn-- l), w&J = -a,. 
Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree 2~r which is equal to a multiple of 
the order of wO, and denote by r its Galois group with generator 6. Then 
the class C(w,) E H’(F’, W) represented by wg belongs to Hi,,{ F’, W). We 
have 
“x=aj0ax,‘+a20ax’+ ... +A,Oax,_,, (2.4) 
for x = C;=, ii@ xi E ,,X@ L*. We define a mapping $ of $Y+@J L* into 
L* by 
where we recall that KZn = (x E L; g2n~ = x). Then $ is a homomorphism of 
groups. 
LEMMA 2.7. In order rhat an element x of ,,,$@I,* belongs to 
N( %$‘@ L*), it is necessary and sufficient that 3(.x) E K,*. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma 2.1. An explicit calculation 
shows that p,(N(x)) = &x))‘a’$(x) by (2.4) and (2.5). We easily obtain 
the equivalence N(x) = eop,(N(x)) = 1, hence the lemma. 
We denote by J/ the restriction of 4 to N(woXO L*). Then, by Lemma 
2.7, II/ is a homomorphism of N(w,X@L*) into K,* n N,,,JL*). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The homomijrphism II, induces an isomorphism 
ProofI It is easily seen that 11/ is surjective. We have 
vW(.JOL*)) = NW&*)> 
because we easily obtain $(“x) = NLIK”(xl) s(x) for x = x:r-, A, 8 
X,E ,,,$@I L* by (2.4) and (2.5). We next have 
Ker @ c: D( ,X@ L*). 
481/99/l-3 
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In fact, suppose that x = C;=, Ai@xi~ n.OX@ L* satisfies q(x) = 1. Then, 
by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, there exists [E L* such that 
Yl7=0 -‘(x,yo”p). 
Then we have x = “y -y by a direct calculation and so the above inclusion. 
Hence the surjective homomorphism $ induces an isomorphism $,. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. This proposition holds not only for Iocai fields but for any 
field. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. There exists a subextension M of L/J& such that 
Moreover M is either L or K,,,. If L/K is unramified, M = K,,,. 
Pro@ It is clear that K,* nNL,,&L*) contains NLIKn(L*) and is a 
closed subgroup of finite index in Kz. Then, by local class fieid theory (cf. 
[14, XIII]), there exists a subextension M of L./K, such that 
K,f nN,,,JL*) = N,,,,KJM*). It foflows that 
6’: n N~,t&*))INw.(L*) = K.,,K,(M*YNL,&*). 
Moreover, again by local class field theory, 
Hence we obtain the isomorphism of the proposition. 
For N,,,,(x) f K,*, we have 
N,&)’ = NiqJ-4 a’%,,,(x) = N,,(x). 
Then the group (K,* n N~,~~(~*))/N~,~~{~*) is annihilated by 2, Moreover, 
since it is cyclic, it is isomorphic to either (0) or Z/2E. Hence M is either L 
or K,,,. 
Finally, if L/K is unramified, it follows from [ 14, p. 901 that NLIK,(L*) 
consists of elements of Kz of valuation multiple of 2nr/m, where m = n or 
m = 2n. Hence the last assertion of the proposition. 
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COROLLARY 2.10. If T is a maximal K-torus of Spz, such that 
f*(c( T)) = C( wO), there exists an isomorphi.~m 
H’(r, T) CE Gal(L/M), 
where M is a subextension of L/K determined by Proposition 2.9. 
Since T(L) N wOX @ L*, the corollary is immediately obtained by 
Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, 
We take 
as a representative of w. in N(K). Then, by Corollary 1.2, there exists a l- 
cocycle c of T into N(L) such that c, = tOnwO for some to E A(L). We fix 
to E A(L). Similarly in 2.1, Ho(F, woW) acts on JwoX@ L*)/D(woX@ L*) as 
foilows: an element w of Ho(r, wg W) sends x mod 0(,X@ L*) into 
w-‘xfw-lto-tomodD(,X~L*). 
LEMMA 2.11. (i) &wox)= LT-*$(x) mod NLIKOK,(L*) for XE ,,X@L*, 
6) ~(woto - toI E K,* n NL&L*). 
Moreover, when r is even, 
$(woto- to) s 1 mod NLIK,(L*). 
When r is odd and n is odd, 
~(woto - to) G -1 mod ~~,~~~~*~~ 
When r is odd and n is even, 
~(woto - to) SE 1 mod N,,( L* ) 
if and only if - 1 E N&L*)+ 
Proof: (i) We easily obtain 
ihox)=N~,&‘%) a-‘&x) 
for x==C;=~ &@x~E ,&@L* by (23, and then (i). 
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(ii) Since ~,,t,- t,~ N(~OX@L*), we have 
V&o to - to) E K,* n &,dL*) 
by Lemma 2.7. 
As in Lemma 2.4, we have N(t,) = ~;p = (- 1 )‘e. On the other hand, in 
the proof of Lemma 2.7, p’(N(t,)) = $(to)-‘#&to). Hence we have 
lJ( to) ~ ‘fYlJ( to) = ( - 1)‘. 
By (i), we have 
t,b(~~t~-t~)~(~~‘$(t~)~(t~)-‘modN,,,~(L*). 
We put a = $(to) for simplicity. We shall study a-‘~‘a. If r is even, 
aP’a”u=(-l)‘=l and so UEK,*. By local class field theory (cf. 
[14, XIII]), we have 
(a-‘o-’ a, L/K,) = (a, L/K,)-k’(u, L/K,,) ts = 1 
in Gal(L/K), where ( , L/K,,) is the reciprocity map of K,* into Gal(L/K,). 
Hence, if r is even, 
up’ap’u= 1 mod NLIKn(L*). 
Next, if r is odd, C’cr”u = -1. Since dyu-‘c’u) = 
(-a)-‘(-o-‘u)=u-‘o -‘u, we have a-‘C’UE K,*. Since 
uanu-’ = a(u-’ a-la) cT2(u-‘~-‘u)~~~fJn(u-‘~-‘u), 
we also have 
(a-‘a’%, L/K,,)=a-‘(a-‘~‘a, L/Kn)-‘aa-2(u-‘o-‘u, L/K,,-‘a2 
x ... XCn(u-‘.-‘u, L/K,,-‘0” 
= (a-‘~‘a, L/K,)-“. 
Since a- ‘#a = - 1, we have u2 E K,f. Then 
(u-k’ a, L/K,)‘= (u2, L/Kn)p’a-1(u2, L/K,) c = 1. 
If n is odd, we thus have 
(-1, L/K,)=(u-‘a%, L/K,)=(u-‘o-b, L/K,,-“=(a-‘a-‘~, L/K,). 
If r and n are odd, it follows that 
U -‘a -- ‘us -1 mod NLIK,(L*). 
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Finally, let r be odd and n be even. Suppose that a- ‘0 -‘u = 1 
mod NLIK,(L*). Then N,&u~‘r~~u) E NqK(L*) and 
NKn,K(u-lcr-‘u) = (a-‘da) fJ(u-‘O-‘u)YJn-‘(u-‘~-‘u) 
=0 -‘(ua”u-‘) = -1. 
Hence we have - 1 E NLIK(L*). Conversely, suppose that - 1 E NLIK(L*). 
Then there exists 5 EL* such that NLIK(<) = -1. Putting [ = NLIK(<), we 
have 
whence 
Hence, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, there exists z E L* such that z-‘o-‘z = c. 
We have 
z - l fJ”z = NK#( ZfJ -‘z-l) =N&-‘) = -1. 
Then, putting a = zy, y E L*, we have 
cLana = (z-‘a”z)(y-Wy), 
whence y ~ ‘o”y = 1. Hence we have 
y-‘6’y = 1 mod N,,,” (L*) 
and similarly for the case when a-‘o”u = 1. Since z-‘a-‘~ = c E NrIK,(L*), 
it thus follows that 
U -lo-lu= (z-'a-' z)(y-‘o-‘y) - 1 mod NLIK,(L*). 
The proof is completed. 
With these preliminaries, we obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let wO be a Coxeter element of Spz, and L/K be a 
cyclic extension of degree 2nr. Then the curdinulity off,-‘(C(w,)) is equal to 
the order of the quotient group (K,* n NLix,(L*))/(NLIK~(L*)u GNLIKfl(L*)), 
where 6 E K,* n NLIKJL*) is defined mod NLIK,(L*) us follows. When r is 
even, 6 5 1 mod NLIKJL*). When n and r are both odd, 6 E -1 mod 
N,,,(L*). When r is odd and n is even, 6 s-1 mod NLIK,(L*) if and only if 
- 1 E N,,,(L*). Thus that number is equal to either 1 or 2. 
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Proof: Put 6 = $(w,t, - to). Then, by Lemma 2.11, we have for 
XE .(JoL*) 
(a-‘%), L/K,) = a-‘W(x), L/K,) a = ($(x), L/K), 
whence (T- ‘e(x) - ‘j(x) mod NLIK,(L). Thus, again by Lemma 2.11, 
Il/(wox + wet, - to) 3 da-‘$(x) E 6$(x) mod NL,,(L*). 
And the proposition is obtained by Propositions 1.3, 2.8, and 2.9. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.12. 
(i) Suppose that L/K is unramified. Then the cardinality of 
f, p’(C(w,)) is equal to 2. 
(ii) Suppose that L/K is a tamely, totally ramified extension and K 
contains a primitive 2nrth root of unity, and that r is odd. Then the car- 
dinality off*-‘(C(w,)) is equal to the order of (K,* n N,,,JL*))/N,,,“(L*), 
if 2 j‘q and 4nr ) q - 1, and it is equal to 1, otherwise. Here q is the order of 
the residue class field E of K, 
ProoJ: (i) If L/K is unramified, so is L/K,,. Since - 1 E NLIK(L*) and 
- 1 E NLjr<.(L*) by the proof of Corollary 2.6, (i) follows from Corollary 
2.10 and Proposition 2.12. 
(ii) Let rc be a uniformizing element of K and I7 be a 2nrth root of rc 
in L. By Kummer theory (cf. [3, p. 32]), it then follows from the 
assumption on L/K that L = K(I7) and [ = Ii-Ian is a primitive 2nrth root 
of unity in K. We also have KZn = K,(W). Put a = &to) as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.11. Then the element a of K,, can be written in the form b + dZ7’, 
b, dE K,. We have anF= -17’ by the definition of 5. Then 
a-‘a”a = (b + dZl’)-‘a”(b + d17’) 
= (b2 - d2nZr) - ’ { (b2 + d2n2’) - 2bdn’) 
It follows that a- ‘a”a = -1 if and only if b = 0, d # 0. Since r is odd, we 
have a-‘a”a=(-l)‘= -1 by the proof of Lemma 2.11. Thus a=d17’, 
dE K,* and so a-la-la= [-‘(d-la-Id). Let ( , ), be the local symbol of K,, 
(cf. [ 14, XIV]). Since L/K,, is of degree 2r, it follows from [ 14, p. 2151 that 
(H2’, d-la-’ d), = n-‘yI7, 
where y = (d-la ~ ‘d, L/K,). However, since d E K,*, we have 
y = (d-‘a-Id, L/K,,) = (d, L/K,,-‘a-‘(d, LfK,,) a = I 
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in Gal(L/K). Thus (n”, d-‘(~-rd), = 1. Hence 
(n2r, c’a-’ a), = (z72*, [-‘(d- lo- ‘d))” 
= (172r, [--‘),(nzr, d-‘&d),= (LT2’, <-‘), 
by [14, p. 215-J. Moreover it follows from [14, p. 2171 that 
(f72’,i-‘),=(Y’)(4-IliZ’~r(Q-1)/2, 
where 5 is the canonical image of c in R*. Let p be a generator of the mul- 
tiplicative group K*. Since r is a primitive 2nrth root of unity in R*, we 
have [= p(Y- ‘)“‘Y Then 
((4 - 1 v2 = (p - 1 mr ) (4 - I )/2 = (p/- wp- 1)/2nr =(_ 1)(4 - w2nr. 
Hence (U2’, a-‘~-‘a), = (- l)(q- 1)/2”r. Since L = Kn((Z72’)1/2’), it follows 
from [14,p.215] that a-‘a-‘a~N~,~~(L*) if and only if 
(112’, a-“a-la), = 1. Therefore (ii) is obtained. Q.E.D. 
Now, let w = w1 x ‘. . x w, be a Coxeter element of a product group 
SPZ,, x ~~~~Sp~~,~Sp~~withn,+~~~+n,=n.LetA=A,x~~~xA,bea 
K-split maximal K-torus of Sp2”, x . * * x Sp,, c SPAS, N be its normalizer in 
Sp2”, and W= N/A be the Weyl group. Then we can take a h-basis of 
X(A I= IX:;=, WA;), 
Ac,l) )...) a$; ap ,...) a;;‘;...; np ,*.., at) 
such that 
Let n’ be the least common multiple of n l ,..., n, and L/K be a cyclic exten- 
sion of degree 2n’ which is equal to the order of w. We denote by r its 
Galois group with generator ~. Then the class C(w) E H’(f, W) represented 
by the l-cocycle w belongs to #,(I’, W). Now ,X= ,X(A) is the direct 
sum of the twisted r-modules ,,X(Aj) (1~ i<:s). Hence we can define the 
homomorphisms 
$i: w-X-0 L* --) KZ,n ii’&,, (1 <i<s) 
by combining the projections ,,,X@L* --, ~,~(A~)~ L* with the 
homomorphisms ,,,,X( Ai) 0 L* -+ Kt n NLIX,JL*) obtained by (2.5). 
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PROPOSITION 2.14. There exists m ~~ornorph~~nl 
rl/ *: ~(d’QL*)/~ttt~xQL”)~ fi (K,*,nnN,ilcZ.,(L*))/N,i,,,(L*). 
j-1 
ProofY We define a mapping $ of N( ..XO L*) into 
I-I;=, W,*, n h,,,v&*)) by 
9(x) = ttiltxf?--, $.7(x)) forxENfwX@L*). 
Then & induces the isomorphism $, by Proposition 2.8. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.15. If T is a maximal K-torus of Spzn such that 
f*(c( T)) = C(w), there exists ati isomorph~sm 
H’(T, T)2: fi Gal(L/Mj), 
i= I 
where Mi is a subextension of L/K,,,, determined by 
for each i. 
The proof is immediate, by Propositions 2.9 and 2.14. 
We shall study ti(r, =.W). It is clear that wi E Ho(f, ,W) (1 < i < s). For 
integers i, j such that nj = n,, we define an element ~~~~~~ of W as follows: 
w(j,j)(Ap) = np, w,i,j)(np) = np (1 <k<n,), 
w(i,j)(P) = P for p # At), A$) (1 G/k<&). 
Then w(~,~)E H”(K K,W). Moreover it is easily seen that the group 
@(I’, ,VW) is generated by al1 wCiejI with ni= nj and all wi (1 <i <s). Let 
n,,,~Sp~,, be the image of 
i 
0 
1 0 
’ . E SPZ,, 
under a canonical injection Spz,, -+ Spzn, x 9 . * x Spzn, c Spzn for each i. We 
put n,,, = n,, . . * n,+. Then n,, (1 d i < s) and n, are representatives of wi 
(1 6 i< S) and w in N(K), respectively, and n,, commutes with n,i 
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(1 d i Q s). The set { f Ijk) & Rj’), 521j’)) forms the root system of SpZn. In 
particular, we put uijk = ,Ig) - al;“. Then we can take 
n W(<,/) = %,,,( 1) n*,,*( 1) . . . na,J 1) with ni= nj 
as a representative of w(~,~) in N(X). An explicit calculation shows that n, 
commutes with nw+,,. For each A, c SpZn,, there exists a l-cocycle c’ of r 
into N,(L) such that CL = tin,, for some t,~ A,(L) as before, where Nj is the 
normalizer of Ai in SP~,~,. We can take ti( 1< i < s) such that ti = ti 
whenever ni=nj. So we put i=t,x *** xt,~Sp~~,x -I- xSp2,,,~Sp2,,. 
Then we obtain a 1-cocycie c of f into N(I;) such that c, = $J,. Hence, 
since PI,~ commutes with representatives in N(K) of generators of 
@(f, &.W), the action of @jr,..?+‘) on ,.JwX@L*)/D(,J@L*) in 
Proposition 1.3 is as follows: an element u of ti(r, ,W) sends 
xmodD(,X@L*) into u-‘x+u-‘i-i mod D(,X@L*). 
LEMMA 2.16, If ni= nj, we haue 
$i(w(iJ)x) = $jtx)v Ikk(w(i,j)x) = Jlktx) 
for k#i,jandxEN(J@L*), and 
$k(w(ij,i- i) = 1 for all k. 
This lemma is easily obtained from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let d, ,..., d, and m ,,..., m, be the integers as in 
theorem. Then the cardinality off; ‘(C(w,)) is equal to I-It= 1 (h+$- I), 
where ki is the order of the quotient group (K$n N,KM 
~L*))~(N~,~~~L*)u~~N~,~~~L*)) for each i and ~j~~~nN~,~~~L*) is ai 
follows. When the least common multiple n’ of n, ,..., n, is odd, 
di= -1 mod N,,,,(L*). When n’ is even, 6,s 1 mod N,,,,(L*) gand only 
if ( - 1 )n’M E N,,(L* I 
Proof. Put P=n;=, ((Kgn N~,~~(L*))/N~,~~~L*)~. Then, by Lemma 
2.16, the action of I$‘( f, w W) on P translated by $* of Proposition 2.14 is 
given as follows. Put 8: = tii( w,i- 1) for each i. It then follows from the 
definition of i that S:= 8; with ni= nj. So we put bk = S: with dk =ni for 
each k (1 <k < t). Then wi acts by multiplying the ith components of 
elements of P by Si for each i (1 < i < t). If ni = nj, W(i,i) acts by the trans- 
position of the ith and jth components of elements of P. Thus we obtain the 
cardinahty of the quotient P~~(~, ,W) as in the proposition and then that 
off;‘(C(w)) by Proposition 1.3. Replacing n and r by n’ and n’/di, respec- 
tively, in proposition 2.12, we see that the conditions on 6, are satisfied. 
Q.E.D. 
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It is easily seen that the proposition gives the cardinality of,f, ‘(C(w)) 
in the Theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.18. Let notation be as in Proposition 2.17. 
(i) Suppose that L/K is unramified. Then the cardinality off;‘(C(w)) 
is equal to (m, + I)... (mz+ 1). 
(ii) Suppose that L/K is a tamely, totally ramified extension and K 
contains a primitive 2n’-th root of unity. Then the cardinality off, ~ ‘( C(w)) 
is equal to IT:=, (k;+z- ‘), if 2kq and 4n’ 1 q - 1, and it is equal to 
rI”~,d,:e”e”( kl’+[;- ‘), otherwise. Here ki is the order of the quotient group 
(Kit n NL,K~~, (L*))/N,,,,(L*) and q is the order of the residue class field i? 
of K. 
The proof is immediate by Corollary 2.13 and Proposition 2.17. 
2.3. Type B, (n 2 2). 
Let @ be of type B, (n 2 2) and { CI,, Q,..., tr,} be a basis of Q. Then we 
can embed the character group X*(A) of A into a Euclidean space V of 
dimension n as follows: 
cti=ei-ei+l (16idn- l), a, = e n, 
where (et} is an orthonormal basis of K Since the co-root system i of @ is 
of type C,, the one-parameter subgroup X(A) of A can be embedded into 
I/ as follows: 
Oii=ej-ei+l (1 <i,<n- l), 6,=2e,. 
Thus we can take 
li=ci,=ei--ei+, (1 Gi<n- l), 
1,=8,+di,+ ... +oi,=e, +e,, 
as a Z-basis of X(A). Also we can take 
wg = w,, wa2.. . W,” 
as a Coxeter element of the Weyl group W. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of 
degree 2n which is equal to the order of w,,. We denote by f its Galois 
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group with generator 0. Since the element w0 operates on the basis {e, f of 
Y as follows: 
wg: e,l+e,t+ a.- t--+e,-,~ee,~ -e,, 
it operates on the basis {Jj} of X(A) as follows: 
wO(ni) = Ri+ 1 (1 <i,<n--l), WO(&) = --A,. 
Thus this action coincides with that of type C, with these assumptions on 
w0 and L/K. Therefore we define a mapping $ of ,J@ L* into L* by 
and denote by $ the restriction of 9 to N(,,,J@ L*). Then we immediately 
obtain the following, by Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. The homomorphism II/ induces an isomorphism 
JI*: Nfw.gX~L*)/~(,*XBL*)NK~INL,~~(L*). 
We also obtain 
COROLLARY 2.19. If T is a maximal torus of G such that 
f.,.(c( T)) = C(w,), there exists an isomorphism 
H’( I’, T) ‘v Gal( L/K,). 
We can take 
as a representative of w0 in N(K). Then, by Corollary 1.2, there exists a I- 
cocycle c of r into N(L) such that c, = tonwo for some I, E A(L). We fix t,. 
LEMMA 2.20. For this to, we have 
~(to)-la”ljr(to)=(-l)C(“+‘)‘*‘. 
Proof. As in Lemma 2.4, we have N(t,) = n;$. Using commutator 
relations of n,(t), h,(t) (CXE @) (cf. [3, 15]), we obtain 
n~=h,“((-1)C(“+‘)‘2’) 
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by induction on n. Since 
h,(t)=~,Ot-‘+~zOt-‘+ ‘.. +i,-,Ot-‘+l,lO~ (tE L*), 
we have 
Hence, as in Lemma 2.11 (ii), we have 
~(t~)-‘cr”~(t,)=p,(Nft,f)=(-1)~‘”+’~’21, Q.E.D. 
With these preliminaries, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.21. The cardinality off; ‘(C(w,)) is equal to the order of 
the quotient group K$/(N,,%(L”) v 6N,,(L*)), where 6 E Kz is defined 
mod N&L*) as fo~~ow.~. When nzO,3 mod4, 6= 1. When 
n=lmod4,6= -1. When n = 2 mod 4, SE NLIK,(L,*) ij” and only if 
- 1 E N&L*). 
ProoJ Putting a=$(&,), we have a-‘#a=( - 1)C(n+‘)‘21 by Lemma 
2.20. In the proof of Lemma 2.11, we can see the following. When 
a-‘@“a= I, 6~ 1 mod ~~,~~(L*). When a-‘@a= -1 and n is odd, 
6 = -1 mod NLIKR(L*). When a-‘g”a= -1 and n is even, 
S = 1 mod NLIx,(L*) if and only if - 1 EN~,JL*). Hence the conditions on 
6 of this Proposition are satisfied, Q.E.D. 
It is easily seen that the proposition gives the cardinality off;‘(C(w,)) 
in the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.22. (i) Suppose that L/K is ah unram$ed extension. Then 
the cardinality off; ‘(C(w,)) is equal to 2. 
(ii) Suppose that L/K is a tamely, totally ramified extension and K 
contains a primitive 2nth root of unify, and that n E 1,2 mod 4. Then the cur- 
dinality off*-‘(C(w,)) is equal to 2 if2)q and 4nlq- 1, and it is equal to 1, 
otherwise. Here q is the order of the residue field R of K. 
The proof is easy, by Corollary 2.13(ii). 
2.4. Type D,, (n & 2) 
Let~~oftype~~~(~~2)and {ol,,cr 2,..., tlz,) be a basis of @. Then we 
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can embed the character group X*(A) of A into a Euclidean space V of 
dimension 2n as follows: 
tx,=ei-ei+, (1 <i<2n- l), a2n=e2n-1+e2n 
where { ej } is an orthonormal basis of V. Since @ is self-dual, the one- 
parameter subgroup X(A) of A can be embedded into V as follows: 
c?;=e,-ei+, (1 <i<2n- l), cZzn=e2n-,+e2n. 
Thus we can take 
ilj=ci,=ei-ei+l (1 <i<2n-2), 
A2np~=dil+di2+ ... +dizn=e,+e,,~,, 
~2n=~2n-l=e2,-1-e2,, 
as a Z-basis of X(A). Also we can take 
wo = w,, wa2 .. . WaZn 
as a Coxeter element of the Weyl group IV. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of 
degree 2(2n - 1) which is equal to the order of wo. We denote by r its 
Galois group with generator 0. The element w. operates on the basis {Ai} 
of X(A) as follows: 
wO(Izi) = li+ 1 (1 <i62n-2), wd~2n-,)= -A,, 
w&J= -r&-l,- ... -l2n-2-&n. 
Hence we have 
Zn-2 
Ox = A, @ax,‘_ 1 (TXFnl + 1 iljO~X;~,dX2n1+122n-10~X2n-2 
i=2 
+ &O ax,’ (2.6) 
for X=Cf!!, AiOXjE ,XOL*. 
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PROPOSITION 2.23. There exists an isomorphism 
H’(C .,,,A 1~ G- IINL,,Q-,W*) x K*IN,,,K(G) x R. 
Here, if n = 2, R is the quotient group of the multiplicative group (x E L*; 
xa3x = 1, xax- ‘a’x = 1) by its subgroup { xax; xa3x = 1 }. I” n > 2, R is 
trivial. 
ProoJ Put M= ,,X@ L* for simplicity. Let (a2) and (a2n- ‘) be the 
subgroups of r generated by a2 and a2+‘, respectively. Moreover, put 
Mu’= {x~M;~‘x=x} (i=2, 2n- 1). Then, by [14, p. 1251, we obtain the 
following exact sequences 
Id 
0 -+ H’(f/(a2), AI”‘) - H’(I’, M) --, H’( (a’), M), 
and 
Inf 
0 + H’(r/(a2”P ’ ), Muznm’) - H’(f’, M) -+ H’( ( azn- ’ ), M), 
where Inf is the inflation. The order of f is equal to 2(2n - 1) and also the 
orders of ( a2 ) and ( a2n ~ ’ ) are equal to 2n - 1 and 2, respectively. Then 
it follows from [14, p. 1381 that H’((a2), M) and H’(T/(a’“-‘), Mut,-‘) 
are both annihilated by 2n - 1, and that H’( (a’“-’ ), M) and 
H’(T/(a2), M”‘) are both annihilated by 2. Since 2 and .2n - 1 are 
relatively prime, applying the Fundamental theorem of abelian group 
theory to H’(I’, M), it follows from the above exact sequences that 
H’(T, M) is the product of the images of H’(I’/(a’“- ’ ), Mu’“-‘) under Inf. 
Hence 
H’(I’, M)- H’(T,(a2), Mu2)x H’(T/(a’“-‘), MUZn-‘). (2.7) 
So we first study H’(T/(a2), Mu’). Let x=Ey! I Ai@xi~M. It follows 
from (2.6) that x E Mu2 if and only if 
2-l 2 
xl =a x2n-2a x2”, x2 = a2xz;ll, x3=a2xl, x4 = a2x2, 
x5 = a2x3 ,..., 2 X2n-2’a X2n-4, X 2 2 -I 2+1=a x2n-3a xZn T 
X 
2 
Zn=a x2”. 
We define a mapping cp of L* x KT into M by 
~(t,u)=l,@t+~2~a2”t~‘u+~3~a2t+~4~a2”+2t~’~ 
+ ... +;12nP20a 4”-4t + ;Czn-, OaznP2tuP* +A,,@u, 
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Then by a direct calculation we have x -r; = (i: - z and z E MuJ. This means 
x -y mod DM”‘. The converse is easy. Hence, when n = 2, the projection p4 
induces an isomorphism of ,M”‘/DW3 onto the quotient group R of this 
Proposition. Therefore 
H’(I-/(a’>, Mu3) N R. 
Finally, when n > 2, it is known by [9] or [ 1 l] that H’(T, M) is a 2- 
group. Then H1(T/(a2”~ ‘), Mu”-‘) is annihilated by 2. However, it is also 
annihilated by 2n - 1. Since 2n - 1 and 2 are relatively prime, we have 
H1(l-/(a2”- ’ ), w+) = 0. 
Therefore by (2.7) and (2.8) 
H’(l-, M)= H’(r/(a2), M”‘) 
= K% ~ dNL/K>nm, (L* 1 x K*IN,&G 1. 
The proof is complete. 
Remark. This proposition holds not only for local fields but for any 
field. 
The class C( wO) E H’(T, W) represented by the 1-cocycle wO belongs to 
Ht,(C W 
COROLLARY 2.24. Let n be an integer > 2. If T is a maximal K-torus of 
G such that f,(c( T)) = C(w,), there exists an isomorphism 
H’ (r, T) N Gal( L/K,, ~ , ) x Gal( KJK). 
Proof: Since T is f-isomorphic to ,,A, this Corollary is obtained by 
Proposition 2.23 and by local class field theory (cf. [ 14, XIII]). 
We can take 
n ,,=n,,(l)n,,(l)...n,~(l) 
as a representative of wO in N(K). Then, by Corollary 1.2, there exists a l- 
cocycle c of r into N(L) such that c,= t,n, for some t,E A(L). We fix t,. 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have N(t,) = n;zc2”- l). Using com- 
mutator relations of n,(t), h, (t) (o!E@) (cf. [3]), we obtain 
n2(2n-‘)=h,,~,~.,“((-1)“)h,,“-,+.,((-l)”) WLl 
by induction on n. Since for t E K* 
h r*n-,--C2n(f)=~2nOf? 
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h .*,-,+,2.(t)) = AlOt-‘+ . ..+~2n~2Qt-1+~2n-.Qt++2nQt-1, we 
have 
Hence 
( 
2nm 1 N(t,)= c &0(-l)” +12,01. 
i=l > 
In the following, we consider the case of type Dan (n > 2). Then, replac- 
ing n by 2n, we have N( to) = e. Thus, by the isomorphism Inf: H’(T/( a2), 
Mu*) N H’( r, M) in the proof of Proposition 2.23, we may regard I,, as an 
element of NM02. Since wO is a Coxeter element, it follows from Proposition 
1.3 that Ho(r, “,. W) acts on M as follows: an element w of Ho(r, w. W) 
sends x into w-‘x+w-‘t,-tt,. Then this action naturally induces the 
actions on H’(T, M) and H’(r/(o*), Mu’). It is easily seen by the 
definition that Inf commutes with the actions of #‘(r, ,,W). Hence the 
combined isomorphism 
H’(T, M,,,A)- H’(T, M)= H’(r/(a’), Mu2) 
induces a bijection 
H’(r, ,,,,A)/~(~, ,,,W = H’(r/<a2), Mo2)l@(C w,, W). (2.9) 
We can see in the proof of Proposition 2.23 that the r-isomorphism cp 
induces a T/<a2)-isomorphism cp’ of K4*-, x K* onto ,+W’*. Let 
fl(r, w. W) act on K& _ i x K* as follows. For (t, u) E K$, _ I x K*, 
w,(t, u)= (a4nP’t-1, u-l). 
Then a direct calculation shows that cp’ commutes with the actions of 
fVv dff). 
LEMMA 2.25. For y E K$-, x K*, we have 
w. y = y mod N,,,, ~, (L*) x N,IK(K? 1. 
Proof Let y = (t, u) E K$ x K*. Then we have 
(w,y)y-’ = (a4n-2t-‘t-‘, u-‘). 
481/99/l-4 
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Applying the reciprocity map ( , L/K,, , ) to 54n - 2t - ‘t - ‘, we have 
(0 4n-2i-1r-i, L/K4,~,)=(r4”-2(t-1,L/K~~_.i)~-4”f2(t-’, L/K4n-l) 
==frf, L/K4,-1)’ 
in r= Gal(~/~}. Since the order of K$+ ,/~~,~~“-,(L*) is equal to 2 by 
local class field theory (cf. [i4, XIII]), we have 
(04n-2f-*t-‘, L/K4n-,)=(t-1, L/KJn-d2= 1. 
Hence 
~~~-‘~t-‘t-~~ E 1mod NL,K4n-1(L*). 
Next, since the order of K*/~~~~(K~) also is equal to 2, we have 
u-* E I mod N,&Kz). 
Therefore 
(w~Y)Y-‘=~ modN,,,,“-,(L*)xN,,,(K,*), Q.E.D. 
Put $=q’-‘: NMQ2zK&-, x K*. Then, by Lemma 2.25, we have 
!4wox+ woto- b)= wove) aeon WOY 
= 9(x) mod NLiK,,,-,WY x NK21KW). 
Hence the isomorphism Ji induces a bijection 
H’UX~*>, M”*)l@U-, ~,~W)~:K~*~-,INL,K~..,(L*)XK*INK~,K(K~*). 
Therefore, by (l.l), (2.!3), and by the proof of Lemma 2.25, we obtain the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 2.26. Let n he an integer >2. Then the cardinality of 
f;‘(C(w,)) is equal to 4. 
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